
What is your favorite
hobby
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What is something You've Never
Done but would Like to Try ?

Pick any other player to
take a shot

 When you were little, What
did you want to be when you Grew up

?
If someone wrote a book about

your life, what would the title be

If you could be invisible for
one day what would you do ?

What personal accomplishment
makes you most proud ?

?

what would your super hero
name be ?

Take a sip from another player's
Beverage

Tell everyone something about
yourself that they don't already know

Give a compliment to every
other player

Share Your favorite
quote

Reverse the order of player
turns

For your next turn you can only use
one hand to remove your piece

Tell a funny story from
your Childhood

Sing the chorus from your
favorite song 

Challenge Someone to a Thumb
Wrestling duel.  Loser Must do a

Shot

Take a shot Without 
Using Your hands

Give every player a funny
(but nice) nickname

If You could start a charity
what would be its mission

What celebrity would
you most want to have lunch with?

?
Every Player takes

A Shot
Make the least drunk player

do a shot
share 3 good things that 

happened to you today
Choose any player to

remove one piece

?

Pick two players. Tell them
to swap Drinks & Drink them



What super power would
You Most like to have
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What is your biggest
pet-peeve?

What do you consider to
be your greatest talent

?

Do a Shot with the
player on Your left

?
What is one thing that you

wish you were better at

If you could change Your first
name, what Would it be

If you could have any career
what would you choose

?

?

What goal do you hope to
reach this year?

?

What is the best advice
You've ever Received ?

If your life were a movie, what star
would you want to play you?

Tell the person on your right
3 good things about them

Give the person on your left
a big, sincere hug

Blow a kiss to the person
sitting across from you

Sing "You Are My Sunshine"
to the person on Your Left

For your next 2 turns, you can only
use one hand to remove your piece

Give every other player a 
high-five

Challenge someone to a stare
Down. Loser Must remove two Pieces

Challenge Someone to Rock, Paper,
Scissors.  Loser Must Do a shot

Tell the person on your left
why they're Awesome

Give the person Across from 
YOu a kiss on the cheek

If You Won a Million Dollars,
what's The first Thing You'd Buy

Who is your biggest
celebrity Crush ?

?
Tell a joke. If no one laughs, You must 

Take a Shot

Chug Your Drink
Take a shot with the player

on your right
Choose any player to

remove two pieces


